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What’s COSCUP
Conference for Open Source Coders, Users, Promoters

• COSCUP is a technology conference that focuses on open-source related topics.


• It is for developers, users, and promoters (Coders, Users, Promoters) to participate in.


• It is a free and registration-free conference.


• Usually held at the end of July or beginning of August at the National Taiwan 
University of Science and Technology（臺灣科技⼤學）.


• Each track of the conference is self-reviewed and self-organized by open source 
community partners.


• The conference usually attracts 1500 to 2000 attendees.
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Open → Open the door
Why we turn to no longer require registration and open to anyone.

1. Since 2020, we have aimed to make COSCUP more physically open. The door 
is always open.


2. Additionally, we want to know how many people in Taiwan or from other 
countries who are interested in open source will come to join the annual 
conference.


3. The limit is ourselves. Let's not limit ourselves to 1200; instead, aim for 2000 or 
more.


4. But how do we confirm that "2000+" users have joined us? We encourage 
them to wear the badges we provide at COSCUP and calculate the number of 
badges issued. 
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Open is great, but …

1. … but it can also disconnect us from potential attendees. 


2. … but it may exclude those who still want to follow updates from COSCUP. 


3. … but it may not be suitable for announcing major news to everyone.
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Build from scratch
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Before build the system from scratch
What we had established …

• Send bulk and user list in csv format file.
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Workflow
Subscribe → Produce → Lists → Deliver
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Subscribe to Deliver
There are four parts to the process.
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How to build a subscribe system from scratch.1

How to create email content.2

How to combine user lists from multiple sources.3

How to bulk send emails to users.4



❶ Subscribe!
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Workflow: ❶ Subscribe!
Subscribe* → Produce → Lists → Deliver
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Subscribe Form

1. Email


2. Name


3. I am human


• hCaptcha

https://secretary.coscup.org/subscribe/coscup

❶ Subscribe!
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Verify / Confirm Email

• Send the verify / confirm mail to 
the subscriber.

❶ Subscribe!
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Reminder to Confirm

• Reminder the user to confirm.


• Don’t bother users, set the limit 
times for auto-send reminder 
letters.

❶ Subscribe!
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❷ Produce
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Workflow
Subscribe → Produce* → Lists → Deliver
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Markdown

• Write the content in Markdown 
format.


• At this step, we could force on 
the content what we want to 
communicate with subscriber.

Ulysses on macOS

❷ Produce
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Email Templates

• Using the responsive email 
templates to design.


• Don’t write this templates from 
scratch, there are more open 
source templates can be used.


• Keys: responsive email.

❷ Produce
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Export to md / HTML

• We need two types of raw text 
format for email content body.


• Markdown for text/plain.


• HTML for text/html.

❷ Produce
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Inline the CSS into HTML

• Combine the CSS into HTML 
tags.


• To make sure most of the mail 
clients could recognize the css 
layout effects in HTML inline.


• … and remove unused css 
definition.

Inline tools: vanng822/go-premailer

❷ Produce
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❸ Combine List
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Workflow
Subscribe → Produce → Lists* → Deliver
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Case with "+"

• User’s mail using '+' for splitting 
the purpose.


• The same email has variant 
foramt.

❸ Combine List
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Unique the email format

1. "foo.bar+coscup@example.com"


• Remove +tag.


2. "foo.bar@example.com"


• Remove "."


3. "foobar@example.com"


• Unique!

❸ Combine List
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From two database

• Combine the users list from the 
subscriber and volunteers 
database.


• Unique the emails, filter out the 
same users.

❸ Combine List
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Filter and Append

• Filter out the unsubscribed and 
suspended user account.


• Append the sponsors and 
speakers list of this or last year.

❸ Combine List
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Append the tracking code

• The code for mail-open tracking.


• hash = sha256({secret}, {args})


• url = {domain}/c/{hash}?{args}


• <img src="{url}">


• Tips: The backend must return 
404 http status code.


• In this way, we could track the 
numbers of opened, not just 
opened or not.

❸ Combine List
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❹ Deliver / Bulk Send
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Workflow
Subscribe → Produce → Lists → Deliver*
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❹ Deliver / Bulk Send
What’s SPF, DKIM, DMARC
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❹ Deliver / Bulk Send
What’s SPF

• The Sender Policy Framework (SPF) record basically tells the world which hosts or IPs are allowed to 
send email for your domain.


• If not in the allowed list, the mail will to be as spam.


• "v=spf1 include:amazonses.com include:_spf.google.com ?all" (more details.)


• -all: Fails authentication. The server with matching IP address is not authorized to send for the domain. 
The SPF record doesn’t include the sending server IP address or domain so messages won’t pass 
authentication.


• ~all: Softfails authentication. It's unlikely that the server with matching IP address is authorized to send 
for the domain. The receiving server will typically accept the message but mark it as suspicious.


• ?all: Neutral. Neither passes nor fails authentication. The SPF record doesn’t explicitly state that the IP 
address is authorized to send for the domain. SPF records with neutral results often use ?all.
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❹ Deliver / Bulk Send
What’s DKIM

• Domain Keys Identified Mail (DKIM) is a method of email authentication that 
cryptographically verifies if an email was sent by trusted servers and has not been 
tampered with. 


• Basically, when a server sends an email using your domain, it will calculate an 
encrypted hash of the email contents using a private key (that only trusted servers 
know) and add it to the email headers as a DKIM signature.


• The receiving server will verify the email contents by looking up the corresponding 
public key in your domain’s DNS records, decrypting the encrypted hash, and 
calculating a new hash based on the email contents it received. It then compares the 
decrypted hash to the new hash. If there is a match, then the email has not been 
tampered with, and so DKIM passes. Otherwise, DKIM fails, and the email is treated 
with suspicion.
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What’s DKIM

• The receiving server will verify the 
email contents by looking up the 
corresponding public key in your 
domain’s DNS records, decrypting 
the encrypted hash, and 
calculating a new hash based on 
the email contents it received. It 
then compares the decrypted hash 
to the new hash. If there is a 
match, then the email has not 
been tampered with, and so DKIM 
passes. Otherwise, DKIM fails, and 
the email is treated with suspicion.

❹ Deliver / Bulk Send
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❹ Deliver / Bulk Send
What’s DMARC

• How the receiving server deals with an email that fails the checks?


• Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting, and Conformance 
(DMARC) allows the domain owner to specify what happens with failed 
emails and get feedback when they arrive. Basically, there are three actions 
receiving servers can take if BOTH SPF and DKIM checks fail: none, 
quarantine, and reject.


• This setting are more complicated, the more details could refer to: 
https://support.google.com/a/answer/10032169
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Queue / RabbitMQ

• The bulk send still has limited, AWS 
SES 11 letters per second.


• Our codebase is Python:  
Celery → RabbitMQ → AWS SES


• Launch more multi-workers to force 
the queue limit up to 11 letters/s.


• Fail of limit, retry and back to 
queue.


• 5000 mails => 7.57 mins

❹ Deliver / Bulk Send
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❺ Tips and more
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❺ Tips and more
Why we still build the system or services?

• For the privacy, keep and maintain the users’ list in safety.


• Compared or combined the data in consistent.


• And found the best or better way to do open-source things.
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How to explain the numbers of opened?

• The large numbers of opened 
mail may open by many readers.


• The mail has been forwarded.


• The original user help us to 
share the mail to more users.


• Friend → Friends


• Community / Groups


• Teacher → Students

❺ Tips and more
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❺ Tips and more
How to test the mail to prevent being spams? (1/2)

• Check your sender setting or the mail content is more quality. Send the mail 
to the unique email provided by Mail-Tester.
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https://www.mail-tester.com/


❺ Tips and more
How to test the mail to prevent being spams? (2/2)
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How to setup the unsubscribe link or by List-
unsubscribe headers?

• Let’s the subscriber has OPT-
OUT to unsubscribe.


• Add the `List-unsubscribe` into 
the mail headers in 
`<mailto:volunteer+unsubscribem
e@coscup.org>`, the mail client 
has supported the processing for 
users.

❺ Tips and more
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What is sending reputations?

• bounce rate / complaint rate


• bounce: like account not 
existed or recipient’s mail 
server permanently rejects the 
message.


• complaint: recipient reports to 
their email provider that the 
message they received was 
unsolicited or unwanted.

❺ Tips and more
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🤓 Who am I ?
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🤓 Who am I ?

• Toomore Chiang


• From Kaohsiung, Taiwan.


• First time participated COSCUP at 2008.


• Leader of the secretary team（⾏政組）


• COSCUP 2023 → 07/29 - 07/30 Taipei.


• Open Culture Foundation 開放⽂化基⾦會 OCF.TW 
Technical Support Lead.
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